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FAITH FORMATION IN A
MISSIONAL AGE:
What’s a pastor to do?

…the world is changing

Of the 13-18 year olds
surveyed in the National
Study of Youth and Religion:

CHRISTIANITY IS NO
LONGER A MAJORITY
RELIGION IN THE
UNITED STATES;
nor is any other religion.

“The form, content, and intensity of religious
socialization are … crucial in shaping the …
religious outcomes of those being socialized.

THE CHURCH'S CALL TO NURTURE
FAITH HAS NOT CHANGED…
BUT THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH IT
DOES SO HAS CHANGED.

And since most of the broader American
society is not in the business of direct religious
socialization, this task inevitably falls almost
entirely to two main social entities….

Religious Socialization
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…First are individuals family households, where
parents predictably do the primary socializing.
Second are individual religious congregations,
where other adults can exert socializing
influences on youth…If formation does not
happen there, it will – with rare exception – not
happen anywhere.”
Souls in Transition, 286

WHAT IS
FAITH
FORMATION IS
A MISSIONAL
AGE?

congregations
matter

Three ways Forward
language
We have to become bilingual.
Just sharing the God-story in the language we
learned it isn’t going to cut it. This means we
need to help people
“Speak Christian.”

Three ways Forward
pass on the faith
We need to recapture catechesis.
The process of passing the Christian tradition from one generation to
another is to introduce people to a way of life, not to pass on doctrine.

Three ways Forward
it’s about the future
We need to translate the Christian way of life in
such a way that it offers hope.
The world offers despair, but in Christ we find a new way.

What is it we believe?
People, not programs, are the best
translators of faith.

This is the opportunity to
to the gospel itself
to be at the center of our
discernment.
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What if the church’s role was to help people come to
know and understand what it means to be Christian, and live
Christian in one’s daily life?
…and the church works at cultivating a discipleship
community as well as they also are engaging culture.

AS CHRISTIANS EMBODY FAITH IN THE WORLD
THEY ARE CALLED TO HELP EACH OTHER
DISCOVER WHAT IT MEANS TO BE CHRISTIAN,
BUT THEY ALSO ARE CALLED INTO THE WORLD
TO LOVE THEIR NEIGHBOR.

A LIFE OF
FAITH IS
LIKE JAZZ
•

A life of faith emerges as core beliefs meet improvisation within a particular
rhythm.

•

People of faith are always living as God’s people within the particular realities of
their lived experience in a broken, sinful world. These realities are put into
conversation with God’s promise of love, seeking to discover what it means to
live “Christian” in their distinct time and place.

Faith Formation:

-IDENTITY AS
CHRISTIAN

-LOVING OUR
NEIGHBOR

FAITH WITH A MISSION

4 COMMITMENTS AND
2 MOVEMENTS
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Faith is a gift from God, and gives Christians their identity.
Given by God, faith is the foundational for a Christian way of life. And
faith informs and shapes who we are as Christians. This is a reality, a
given.
Yet faith, and being Christian, is dynamic. Just like our personal identity,
our Christian identity is nurtured and fostered over time as people of
faith explore what it means to live Christian.
Faith forms us, informs our way of life, and transforms us into children of
God.

GIFT OF LOVE

Christian faith is not an abstract idea; it is an embodied faith, a faith
which takes on flesh as people live in God’s world. This reality is most evident
in the incarnation – in God coming to earth in the person of Jesus. In Jesus’ life,
death and resurrection, God’s love and promises broke into the world in the
flesh.
This means Christians live confident of God’s promised future, while they are also
aware of pain and brokenness in the present. Faith allows Christians to have an
eye toward heaven, as they also have an eye toward the world.
Faith then is not just our identity, it also informs our daily living, our actions and
decisions, our encounter with others and the world. Faith as a compass is both
internal and external.

COMPASS
FOR DAILY
LIVING
FAITH WITH A MISSION

WITNESS TO
GOD'S STORY
Christians are part of a larger story, and Christians are called to bear witness to
God’s love in the world
This Christian witness is part of a larger story, drawing from the past with an eye to the
future, while rooted in the present. This witness happens individually and communally.
Christians witness to their relationship with God in many ways. This witness may include
proclaiming God’s Word, giving testimony to one’s faith or putting faith into action
through serving one’s neighbor. Faith as witness claims Christian’s tie to God’s particular
story and names God’s creative and redemptive activity in the world.

AGENT OF GOD'S LOVE
Empowered by the Holy Spirit, God’s people are not only subjects of God’s
love, but agents as well.
As faith informs, forms and transforms individuals and communities it evokes agency. People of
faith not only tell God’s story, they also seek to participate in the unfolding of God’s kingdom right
now. Faith calls forth engagement with the world, the world which seeks rich, abundant life within
its broken, sinful reality. God loves the world and people of faith in a relationship with God cannot
help see the world through God’s eye. As people of faith, Christians are invited to join God in
God’s most precious mission – caring for the world. This mission is about fostering and sustaining
life, as well as righting wrongs and reconciling brokenness.

TWO
MOVEMENTS

MOVEMENT #1
GATHERING
and
SCATTERING

GATHERING
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WHEN TWO OR MORE
FATHER IN GOD'S NAME, GOD
PROMISES TO BE PRESENT

How can the gathered community of faith
help people discover their identity
as a child of God?


THESE TIMES ARE PLANNED, AND
UNPLANNED.

How can the gathered community
embodied the faith at critical time in
life?

THEY INCLUDE UNIVERSAL PRACTICES,
AND PRACTICES UNIQUE TO ONES TIME
AND PLACE.

IN COMMUNITY,
CHRISTIANS DISCOVER
WHAT IT IS TO BE
CHRISTIAN.

MOVEMENT #2

SCATTERING



What practices might be the most
impactful for living your faith in everyday life?


How can communities help people learn
the language of the Christian faith?

AWAY FROM CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY OUR
CHRISTIAN IDENTITY IS TEST AND CHALLENGED. YET
OUR CHRISTIAN IDENTITY IS SHAPED AS MUCH BY
OUT TIMES APART AS IT IS WHEN GATHERED
TOGETHER.
LIVING CHRISTIAN MEANS BEING GOD'S LOVE IN THE
WORLD - CREATIVELY AND REDEMPTIVELY.

might this pattern of
gathering and scattering guide faith
formation today? What's similar and
different for the current practices of
your congregation?

• How

what ways can communities of faith equip people to be
Christian in the world? What does it mean to witness? What
does it mean to be an agent of God’s love?

• In

• In

what ways can communities of faith take seriously the
challenges people of faith face scattered in the world? What
questions and concerns to people have?

• How

might this pattern be a
'curriculum' for helping young
people discover a Christian way of
life? How would this change your
current practices? What assets does
your congregation have? What would
it need to discover?
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